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Eagle Feather Research Institute as an outlet for uncensored research was
conceived in the nineties by Prof. Arnoldo Carlos Vento. For the previous thirty
years, the research of Prof. Vento had been following a line of discovery of
information that heretofore had not been allowed to be published. What became
evident was information related generally to persecuted groups of different
cultures, was distorted or misrepresented due to political and dominant cultural
bias.
In an age of information where news, facts and stories are continuously
slanted or manipulated, too often we do not get objective and impartial reporting
because of political, racial or religious reasons. Research indicates that this has
been present since the beginning of Western culture and the underlying factor has
always been politics. In a materialistic world, money is the driving force behind
Power and Politics and it has repercussions to all of the Institutions within it. The
end result is text that is driven by those forces of control.
The goal of Eagle Feather Research Institute is to present factual cultural
information that is not political; rather it purports to go beyond the superficial
layers of information and question the validity of sources. Only in this manner can
we get to the foundation and the valid source for appropriate disclosure of facts.
There are a number of research projects that are projected for the near future that
is of academic as well as historical value. Some of the items have archival value
and are unpublished to date. They include photos, articles and information on
cultural and historical events. A book revealing an autochthonous worldview,
philosophy and cosmology of pre-Columbian cultures is among the future
projects. These will be announced in our News and Tips sections as they become
available.
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